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Spitalfields there was a district densely built upon and evidently indus-
trial. The same manner of building is seen in Ratcliffe, Limehouse and
Wapping-Stepney (afterwards the parish of St George's in the East).
Shadwell had already become a separate parish. Mile End New Town
was already beginning to be built over. In Mile End Old Town and
Poplar the buildings are comparatively few, but even in Stow's time
buildings were almost contiguous from Ratcliffe to Poplar, 'ship-
wrights ... and other marine men' having built 'many large and strong
houses for themselves and smaller for saylers*. The poverty of Bethnal
Green especially, owing to its population of journeymen weavers, is
repeatedly a subject of complaint in the eighteenth century.12 Over the
open spaces wandered 'common sewers' which flowed through or past
these crowded communities; in Limehouse one flowed down the middle
of one of the principal thoroughfares, Nightingale Lane, off which were
courts and alleys.10
According to the surveys, there are no large houses, except Bishop's
Hall, or Bishop Bonner's House in Bethnal Green, a landmark in the
fields, long fallen from its ancient glory as a country house of the
Bishops of London when the See owned the manors of Stepney and
Hackney. The days when wealthy citizens had country houses in the
district were already legendary by 1735, when we are told that there
were remains of houses scattered about which survived from those
times. The house for instance of one John Kirbie who died in 1578
having built' a fair house upon Bethnal-green' was supposed to be that
known as the Blind Beggar's House.13 The rapid growth of the district
appears from the parish registers of Stepney and its daughter parishes:
according to these (which tend to underrate the growth of population)
the population of the area covered by the original parish trebled between
1590 and 1630 and multiplied thirteen times in the two hundred years
before I795.14
In the eighteenth century the metropolis was made up of a number of
self-contained communities to a far greater extent than it is now. This
was due partly to the difficulty of getting from one part of the town to
the other, partly to the more rigid lines between classes, trades and
occupations, partly to the dangerous character of many districts to
those who were at all well dressed, partly to the intense individualism
of local government.15 By the end of the century the peculiarities of

